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Abstract 
 
Currently existing is minimal research on the concepts: tattoo identification 
procedures and information sharing challenges among law enforcement. This research 
contributes to the literature by examining: how Massachusetts police officers feel about 
tattoo identification, how they catalog tattoos, and the effectiveness of their technology to 
share information among departments about suspect’s tattoos.  This research is unique 
because it evaluates whether or not tattoo identification procedures affect information 
sharing challenges.   
Tattoos have a history dating back at least 5,000 years, in fact, an archeological 
find in the 1990s, was a mummy with 57 tattoos (Kent & Graber, 2012). Presently, tattoo 
popularity continues to grow. As a result, in the United States alone, an estimated total of 
7 to 20 million people have tattoos (Palermo, 2011).   
Sharing identifiable markings, for instance tattoos, is significant, because it 
provides police with supplementary identification information.  In the 20
th
 century, law 
enforcement expanded the scope of information sharing for a few reasons: the impact of 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks, advancements in technology, increased capabilities in suspects’ 
mobility, and suspects’ ability to commit cross jurisdictional crimes. (Meeker & Villa, 
2000; Marks & Sun, 2007).   
The contribution from the findings of this research to the literature is that, 100% 
of the surveyed officers feel tattoos are useful supplementary information. Additionally, 
these officers lack adequate tattoo identification training, a unified record keeping system 
for cataloging tattoos, and their police departments lag behind in technology capabilities 
and compatibilities to share information about suspects’ tattoos with other departments. 
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CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction  
Tattoos have a history dating back at least 5,000 years.  In fact, an archeological 
find in the 1990s, was a mummy with 57 tattoos (Kent & Graber, 2012). Presently, tattoo 
popularity continues to grow. As a result, in the United States alone, an estimated total of 
7 to 20 million people have tattoos (Palermo, 2011).  Tattoos are now considered in the 
criminal justice field as a valid identification tool, similar to the use of primary 
biometrics (fingerprint, face, and iris), thus creating a need for the development of state-
of-the-art imagery recognition software such as Morpho Trak (Lee, Tong, Jin, and Jain, 
2012), and the FBI’s Next Generation Identification Program-SMT (scars, marks, and 
tattoos) (Next Generation Identification, 2011). Biometrics is important to law 
enforcement, because biometrics are a scientific tool used to identify or recognize a 
person by means of specific physical characteristic traits. With soft biometrics, these 
detailed traits are components of scars, marks, or tattoos.  
Sharing identifiable markings, for instance tattoos, is significant, because it 
provides police with supplementary identification information on suspects, victims, 
and/or offenders.  In the 20
th
 century, law enforcement expanded the scope of information 
sharing for a few reasons: the impact of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, advancements in 
technology, increased capabilities in suspects’ mobility, and suspects’ ability to commit 
cross jurisdictional crimes. (Meeker & Villa, 2000; Marks & Sun, 2007).   
This study will research tattoo identification and information sharing, by law 
enforcement.  Two main research questions are presented: 1) how do local law 
enforcement recognize and catalog identifying marks specifically tattoos when suspects 
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are booked? 2) Do local law enforcement agencies share information about suspects’ 
tattoos and what challenges do they face? 
 
Current Research on Tattoo Identification 
A History of Tattoo Culture  
The cultural importance of tattoos dates back through centuries and civilizations 
starting in 38,000-10,000 B.C. and continues expanding its scope into the 21
st
 century.  
Some historical tattoo eras include 5
th
 Century B.C Japan (tattoos marked outcast), Greek 
and Roman Times (tattoos labeled social ranks), 18
th
 century Britain (tattoos marked 
military deserters), and 19
th
 century France (tattoos labeled convicts) (Byard, 2013).  
Tattoo culture was marked in the criminal justice field dating back to the Greek 
and Roman times.  At that time in history, tattoos were called ‘stigmata’ and were used to 
identify criminals and slaves (Kent & Graber, 2012). History tells us tattoos stereotyped 
other outcasts, such as ‘circus freaks’, ‘sailors’, the ‘lower class’, ‘bikers’, and  then 
‘hippies’ (Orend & Gagne, 2009).  
During the 19
th
 century, tattoo popularity grew in America, partially because of 
the increase in tattoo artist skills and technology capabilities. In the 1990s, white 
suburban women were enticed by the lure of the skin artwork and they were the 
demographic group taking the lead in acquiring tattoos (Orend & Gagne, 2009). 
Tattoo Popularity 
Today, one out of every five American is sporting a tattoo (Kent & Graber, 2012; 
Orenda & Gagne, 2009; Braverman, 2012).  Furthermore, tattoo popularity from 2003 to 
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2012 increased 3-6% across all of the country’s regions (East, Midwest, South, and 
West), 6-13% across ages 18-64 (1% ages 50-64), 4-12% amongst various races and 
ethnicities (white, black, Hispanic), 3-9% amongst political parties (Republicans, 
Democratic, and Independent), and regrets of getting a tattoo only decreased by 3% 
(Braverman, 2012). 
As the result of tattoo popularity, the wide spread visibility of tattoos provides law 
enforcement a quick identifying tool when searching for a suspect.  
Biometrics 
Biometrics is used to secure and verify identification in business and government 
agencies at the local, state, and federal levels (Podio, 2001). Today soft biometrics (scars, 
marks, tattoos) and primary biometrics (facial recognition, DNA, fingerprinting, iris, 
palm) are increasingly becoming of great value.  
Primary biometrics can describe a characteristic or process for recognition.  Some 
examples are: physiological (blood type and DNA), behavioral (signature and sound 
recognition), and anatomical (fingerprints, iris, hand, and face) (Tech Beat, 2007).  
However, advancements in biometric techniques are not flawless and some biometrics 
can be problematic. For example, facial recognition can be difficult due to aging, 
expression changes and lighting issues. Fingerprints, iris or palm prints all lack the ability 
to explain criminal history, personality, and lifestyle traits (Lee et al., 2012; Kent & 
Graber, 2012). This literature review will focus on similarities and differences between 
tattoos and fingerprinting. 
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Primary Biometrics-Fingerprinting 
Fingerprinting has been around for over 100 years, originating in China, during 
the 7
th
 century.  Although Englishmen were the innovators, fingerprinting was revised 
and did not make a public debut until 1904.   Charles Darwin’s cousin, a statistician and 
eugenicist, Sir Francis Galton, revised and spearheaded the technique of fingerprinting. In 
1930 fingerprinting became “the nation’s criminal-identification method of choice” 
(Logan, 2012, p. 1572).   





 centuries. Technology advances the capabilities of officers to record and 
investigate the identifications of persons of interest (Logan, 2012).  With increases in 
biometric evidence, populations, and technology capabilities, databases were expanded to 
hold the capacious amounts of information.  One well known identification database is 
the FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint System (IAFIS). This biometric database 
using a fingerprint can retrieve personal information on a person, such as but not limited 
to:  name, address, date of birth, immigrant status, social security, etc., (Lynch, 2012). 
Even though fingerprints have over a hundred years of history, successful results 
are not guaranteed. If the quality of the fingerprint is reduced from poor visibility, partial 
print, or burns then the trait is no longer valuable, because it relies on identifying by 
distinctive traits (loops, whorls, and ridges). 
Soft Biometrics-Tattoos 
The most important benefit of tattoos is the ability to utilize them as supplement 
information for criminal identification. Tattoo identifier can bring to light a criminal’s 
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history, time served and/or gang affiliations.  Similar to cavemen expressing stories 
through pictures, tattoos make available to the viewer added demographic traits. 
Tattoo identification is not based on a one-of-a-kind distinct trait, like 
fingerprints. They provide additional information about people’s history and behaviors, 
which can help narrow down and aide in an investigation, especially when fingerprints 
are corrupt or missing. (Lee et al., 2012).   
Tattoo pigments are deeply embedded into a person’s skin and therefore difficult 
to destroy. A mummy’s tattoos were visible after 5000 years, so were the tattoos of 9/11 
terrorist attack victims and Asian Tsunami victims. Furthermore tattoos can survive 
severe skin burns (Kent & Graber, 2012; Lee et al.’s, 2012).    
Current Tattoo Identification Software: ANSI-NIST Standard 
 Where are tattoo images stored? Do police officers have a database for photos of 
tattoos, similar to the FBIs fingerprint database, IAFIS?   Law enforcement has software 
they use to retrieve images of tattoos for identification purposes of victims, suspects, and 
criminals. The literature reveals that the tattoo identification software presently available 
to police departments is called ANSI/NIST ITL 1 [note: the literature does not explain 
what the acronym ANSI/NIST ITL stands for, various articles (Lee et al, 208; Lee et al, 
2012; and Jain et al, 2009) refer to it by acronym only].  
Previous literature explains there are four versions of the tattoo identification 
software ANSI/NIST ITL1.  The first is referenced by the year 1993.  The second version 
is referenced by the year 1997.  The third version in the year 2000 was revised by 
combining the years 1993 and 1997 into what is referenced as ANSI/NIST ITL 1-2000. 
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This newer version format includes fingerprint, facial, scars, marks and tattoos, “All 
federal, state, and local law enforcement data is transmitted using the ANSI-NIST 
standard” (Podio, 2001, p.4).   Since then a 2011 version was released.    
Lee et al.’s (2012) research demonstrated that even the most current technology 
cannot effectively match and retrieve the enormous amounts of tattoo images police 
departments obtain.  Their research included a sample collection of 64,000 tattoo images 
from the Michigan State Police.  The study looked at tattoo matching and retrieval of 
tattoos with the newest version, ANSI/NIST ITLI-2011 standard.  A major problem with 
ANSI/NIST ITL is that it relies on key word tagging. The process requires typing a 
description of a tattoo within one of 70 subclasses listed in one of eight main classes. An 
example of this, is typing the word ‘male face’ under ‘human’.  
Presently, this software comes with a host of problems. Its performance is not 
reliable because of searching by textual descriptions, difficulty in assigning categories, 
limited categories, time consumption, and it is unsatisfactory-because it does not use 
features (color, shape, texture) (Lee et al., 2012; Jain, 2012).  Feature traits have been 
shown to be crucial in other biometrics, such as fingerprints (loops, whorls, ridges).  
 Recently, tattoo identification has attracted the attention of scholarly researchers 
and law enforcement agencies. It is no surprise that state-of-the-art identifiable marks 
technology is on the horizon.  Although this is exciting, presently in Massachusetts it is 
unclear if all police departments have ANSI/NIST ITLI and if so, the newer version 
ANSI/NIST ITLI-2011 or an older version: 2000, even 1997 or 1993.  If they have older 
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versions, then do they rely on information sharing with other departments for images of 
suspects’ tattoos or do they utilize an alternative method? 
Software on the Horizon: Morpho Trak 
 Consequently, Lee et al.’s, (2012) research implemented the design of a content 
based database called Tattoo-Id, in which tattoos are matched by image features (color, 
shape, texture).  When their research concluded, the totality of the database held 100,000 
tattoo images and the retrieval performance resulted “with a top-20 retrieval accuracy of 
90.5%” This advancement in technology, Tattoo-Id, is now licensed by Morpho Trak  
(Lee et al, 2012, p.49). 
Software on the Horizon: FBI’S AIFIS-NGI-IPS-(SMT)    
Peter Higgins, the former Deputy Assistance Director in charge of the FBI’s 
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) program, has seen 
successes with tattoo identification.  He states the success has been with targeting of 
gangs and other areas of law enforcement.  (Biometric Technology Today, 2010) 
Presently, law enforcement utilizes IAFIS (Integrated Automated Fingerprint 
Identification System), which stores and retrieves mug shot photos.  The IAFIS will 
change over to the Inter State Photo System (IPS)-NGI (Next Generation Identification 
Program) to expand the scope of submission and retrieval capabilities.  The expansion 
will include SMT (scars, marks, tattoos) photos.  This will enable law enforcement to 
search and receive images. (Next Generation Identification, 2011).  Peter Higgins, 
foresees the NGI being released within this decade (Biometric Technology Today, 2010). 
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Research Gaps with Tattoo Identification in Massachusetts 
Technology and Training  
It is unclear, whether or not police departments’ technology has the capability to 
share information and if so, whether or not their technology is compatible with other 
police departments’ technological resources to do so.  A 2012 article in the FBI Law 
Enforcement Bulletin touched on differences between rural and urban law enforcement in 
regards to technology and the inconsistencies in technology capabilities.  Some 
departments lack laptop computers and cell phones. (Edwards, 2012).  The 
inconsistencies technologies among different police departments may affect their ability 
to share information.  Larger metropolitan police departments may employ databases, 
surveillance equipment, biometric systems, and multiple other technological devices, thus 
beckoning other departments to be tactical in obtaining resources (Rosenbaum, 2007).   
 What about training?  It is uncertain if law enforcement officers are adequately 
trained on tattoos or whether the training is limited to specific topics, such as gang 
tattoos?  What do police know about tattoo identification?  This study focuses on five 
police departments located in southeastern Massachusetts to gain insight on whether or 
not police officers are adequately trained on tattoo cataloging procedures and what 
technology capabilities their departments have for retrieving tattoo images.  Furthermore, 
this study aims to find out if police departments share information among departments 
about suspects with tattoos and if so what information sharing challenges do they face.  
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Challenges: Tattoo Changes, Civil Rights Legalities, and Perceptions 
Law Enforcement Challenges with Tattoo Changes 
This literature review focuses on tattoo identification and information sharing 
with the first concept more complex than the second.  Thus far, the literature review has 
included tattoo cultural history, identification significance, and tattoo technology 
resources available to some law enforcement. Still, research is unclear on what tattoo 
identification training and documenting procedures are implemented with booking and 
cataloging.  In addition, these procedures can have further complexity to them. 
  Some procedural grey areas worth researching are how policing departments 
catalog and share information about altered or removed tattoos.   Lastly and significantly, 
there is an unclear line surrounding civil rights legalities of tattoo evidence.  There is a 
possibility police officers are uncomfortable with tattoo evidence collection because of 
the ambiguousness of tattoos and civil rights laws.  This may impact tattoo identification, 
cataloging and sharing information about suspects with tattoos. 
Tattoo Alterations and Tattoo Removals 
A suspect can alter his/her tattoo by adding images to an existing tattoo creating a 
multifaceted tattoo or having a tattoo covered up with another design by changing the 
size, colors, and image.  When a suspect alters or removes his/her tattoo, this may pose 
significant and/or time consuming hurdles for officers.  These hurdles can include 
delayed suspect identification and outdated cataloged documentation, resulting in the 
inability to successfully share information with other departments about a suspect’s 
tattoo, thus creating a window of opportunity for a suspect to go unidentified.  
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Kent and Graber (2012) explain that tattoo ink compositions make tattoo removal 
difficult because the law does not require tattoo ink to retain pharmaceutical pure 
compositions.  Their study discusses modern day inks’ array of hues and composition 
complexity, more often than not resulting in non resistance to tattoo removal or 
paradoxical darkening.  Their research states that QS (Quality Structured Lasers) can 
safely and effectively remove tattoos by fading colors.  In 2009 a new ink, Infinitink 
surfaced on the market in the United States. This ink reduces the amount of laser 
treatments needed to remove a tattoo (Kent & Graber, 2012).   
Kent & Graber’s research pinpoints the fact that a tattoo cannot be removed 
completely undetected.  This finding is significant to this study because different 
cataloging procedures amongst police departments may be an information sharing 
challenge for law enforcement.  One department may have a suspect listed as having a 
specific tattoo and another department may have the suspect listed as having no tattoos.  
How does an officer tell if a tattoo has been removed?   
There is minimal research on technology to detect tattoo removal.  Although 
infrared photography is not new to the medical field, it is to tattoo photographing in the 
forensic science field (McKencnie et al., 2008).  McKecnhnie, Porter, and Langlois 
(2008) conducted an innovated study on detecting laser removed tattoos’ ink residue of 
professional and amateur tattoos using reflected infrared photography instead of standard 
color digital photography.  The results showed detection of removed tattoos.  However, 
there was a handful of technical difficulties from film, to focusing, and developing the 
picture; all were mainly because the result methods are not visible to the human eye. 
There is minimal research on how officers are trained to detect a removed tattoo. 
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Tattoo Identification Legalities 
Tattoo identification legalities are another procedural grey area because laws 
governing civil rights can be ambiguous when applied to tattoo identification evidence.   
One example of blurred legalities is with full body tattoos. Are there boundaries on the 
body where a photo is allowed?  How does this impact tattoo identification and 
information sharing, especially with minors?  Take for example a juvenile female gang 
member whom has a gang tattoo located on her buttocks. Is this photo allowed to be 
taken?  This question does not come up with primary biometrics (fingerprints, iris, or 
facial recognition), but with soft biometrics (scars, marks, and tattoos) it is a relevant 
question beckoning clarity.  
Civil Rights Laws (Fourth and Fifth Amendments) with Tattoos 
The 4
th
 Amendment (addressing search and seizure) and the 5
th
 Amendment 
(addressing self incrimination) can pose legal challenges for officers when suspects with 
tattoos question their possible civil rights violations. Recently, the legalities of tattoo 
evidence collection has become evident in court rooms.  Five recent cases are 
summarized below. These cases are relevant because they demonstrate that as tattoo 
popularity increases, so does the realm of law enforcement challenges with tattoo 
identification.   
Case One: Strip Search and Photographing a Tattoo 
In 1983, a young woman by the name of Jami Neco Schmidt appealed a judgment 
from the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri.  Ms. Schmidt was 
stopped for a moving violation.  She provided false personal information to the officer.  
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At the police station, the 20 year old woman, had her butterfly tattoo (located two inches 
from her hipbone)  photographed by the Chief of Police. Ms. Schmidt argued that she 
was stripped searched for tattoo photo purposes and she felt that her fourth amendment 
right was violated.  The court’s decision was not in her favor, because the four elements 
of Search and Seizure Civil Rights Law [section 2983] were met: 
 1) ‘Justification for initiating police search” - booking paperwork specifically 
includes a section for “scars/marks/tattoos/deformities” and she gave false identification. 
2) “Scope of the particular intrusion”- In Missouri the law “permits’ conducting 
an inspection of anus, buttocks, breasts, genitals, or undergarments. [MO.Rev. Stat. 
S544.193.1 (2)].  Similar, in Massachusetts the law allows for, photographing, 
videotaping, or electronically surveillance partially nude or nude persons (MA General 
Laws Section 105 Chapter 272 Title 1 Part IV) includes, “exposing human gentiles, 
buttocks, public area or female”. This is allowed by police officers, “acting within scope 
of the officer’s authority under applicable law, or by an order or warrant issued by court”.  
In Ms. Schmidt’s case, the court found the Chief was in his right to inspect the 
tattoo.  Furthermore, the court declared this was not a ‘strip search’, because Ms.Schmidt 
was not fully disrobed [A. Fourth Amendment, Search and Seizure] 
 3) Location of conducted search-Ms. Schmidt was searched in a private location, 
a bathroom, not a public place.  
 4) “Manner” the court found, that photographing was conducted while Ms. 
Schmidt was in police custody.   
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(2009: Jami Neco, Plaintiff-Appellant v. City of Bella Villa: Edward Locke Jr. 
Chief of Police, in his individual capacity, Defendants-Appellees in the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Eight Circuit [557 F.3d.564; 2009 U.S. App. Lexis 4017]) 
 
Case Two: Search and Seizure of a Tattooed Prisoner 
In 2005, a man by the name of Jeffrey Dale Tiner, had an automatic appeal sent to 
the Supreme Court of Oregon.  Mr. Tiner was convicted of aggravated murder and 
received a death sentence.  The trial court did not allow his videotaped statements given 
to police and therefore the State appealed.  Although, the dynamics of Mr. Tiner’s case 
was more complex than Ms. Schmidt’s moving violation in the previous case, here the 4th 
and 5
th




 Amendment (search and seizure) came under scrutiny when the inmate, 
Mr. Tiner, was searched for tattoos.  The court found that Mr. Tiner was in custody as a 
prisoner. As a result his right of privacy he enjoyed before prison is diminished (2006, 
Lexis, HN11); therefore, a search warrant was not required.   
“Neither the United States Constitution nor the Oregon Constitution requires a search 
warrant or its equivalent before the state may take pictures of or can inspect 
defendant’s torso, because, once a defendant became a prisoner, he enjoyed few 
rights regarding privacy”. 
The outcome of this case was the conviction and sentence of this defendant. 
 (2006: STATE OF OREGON, Plaintiff on Review, v. JEFFREY DALE TINER, 
Defendant on Review [340 Ore. 531; 135.P.3d 305; 2006 Ore. LEXIS 462])  
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Case Three: A Tattooed Name and Self Incrimination 
In 2010, a man by the name of Michael Greer appealed his conviction in the 
United States District Court for the Western District of New York. Mr. Greer a convicted 
felon was pulled over by a Detective and arrested for possessing a firearm and 
ammunition.  
The significance of this case is that Mr. Greer was pulled over by a Detective, 
who pointed out a tattooed name on the defendant.  The content of this tattoo became a 
highlight of the case, because the tattooed name was that of the person who rented the car 
filled with ammunition, in which Mr. Greer was driving.  The name tattooed on Mr. 
Greer symbolized Mr. Greer had a ‘relationship’ with the person.  
The court argued the 5
th
 Amendments’ communication component must be the 
following: 1) testimonial (relates a factual assertion or discloses information), 2) 
incriminating (if testimonial is met by expressing “contents of own mind”, then it is 
incriminating), and 3) compelled (If testimonial and incriminating are met then witness is 
compelled to “witness against self”) [2003, Lexis, HN3].  The court considered the tattoo 





Amendment.   
(2011: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Appellee-v.-MICHAEL GREER, 
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Case Four: Tattoo Identification during a Traffic Stop 
In 2006, a man by the name of Samuel L. Jeter appealed a judgment in the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit.  The judgment in argue was one in which 
was given to him by the United States Court for the District of Utah.   
 This case involved, a State Trooper giving Mr. Jeter a traffic stop in which 
resulted in drug violations.  The trooper recognized a gang tattoo on the defendant. The 
trooper testified that he perceived the defendant to have violent behavior, based on the 
troopers experience and knowledge about the known gang tattoo.  
 The court looked at the ‘totality’ of circumstances and decided the trooper was in 
his right to continue questioning of the tattoo. 
 (2010: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Plaintiff-Appellee,  v. SAMUEL, L., 
JETER, a/k/a Samuel Lamont Jeter, a/k/a Lil Sam “Rated R”; BRIAN PINKNEY, a/k/a 
Brian Lamont Pinkney, a/k/a B-Love “Rated R”, Defendants-Appellants  [175 Fed. 
Appx. 261; 2006 U.S. App. Lexis. 11838]) 
 
Case Five- Undocumented Tattoos in a Police Report 
In 2008, a man by the name of Raoul Moreno appealed a judgment from the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Utah.  Mr. Moreno appealed, because he felt his charge 
of a drug trafficking crime included a police officer’s inconsistent statement about the 
tattoo evidence. 
The officer acknowledged his mistake in court, because an officer left tattoo 
information out, the Federal Rule of Evidence 801 (d) (1) came under fire in a trial and 
the ability to present tattoo evidence in court, was greatly minimized.  This legality may 
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have been due to the officer’s carelessness or perhaps inadequate training on tattoo 
identification booking procedures? 
Mr. Moreno argued that because the police officer left the defendant’s tattoos out 
of the report they should not be considered especially when the witness made statements 
that were not declared under oath.  Mr. Moreno lost his appeal based on laws protecting 
some hearsay as admissible [FED. R. Evid. 801 (d)(1)].  However, because the officer did 
not include the tattoos in his original report this evidence came under an increase 
scrutiny. 
 (2008: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Plaintiff-Appellee v. RAOUL 
MORENO. Defendant-Appellant [271 Fed.Appx. 767; 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 6652]) 
 
In conclusion, with the increase of tattoo popularity the courts may see an 




 Amendments. This 
research seeks to find out, how comfortable are officers with tattoo identification? What 
if any barriers exist for them in tattoo identification?  Additionally, are there underlining 
tattoo perceptions and biases that may impact tattoo identification? 
Tattoo Perceptions and Police Biases 
There is minimal research in the area of tattoo police perceptions and biases. 
What does law enforcement think about tattoos?   A 2011 research study called Prison 
Tattoos as a Reflection of the Criminal Lifestyle concluded the number of visible tattoos 
on an inmate was not a precursor for number of convictions.  On the other hand, the study 
did find that disciplinary infractions and recidivism both increased for inmates with 
visible anti-social themed tattoos. Large surface covered tattoos may suggest that the 
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tattoo wearer is a collector, not pathological (Rozycki, Morgan, Murray, and Varghese F, 
2011).  When it comes to tattoos, what are officers’ knowledge and comfort level with 
tattoo identification?   
General Public’s Perceptions on Tattoos 
After polling the general public, a Harris Poll question was posed, “if more people 
continue to get tattoos will the negative connotations decline, or will the percentage of 
Americans with tattoos began to stagnate or wane and the stigmas hold?” (Braverman, 
2012, p.1) 
In 2003, the Harris Poll (Server, 2003) found Americans without tattoos, viewed 
tattoo wearers as rebellious (57%).  A decade later, in the 2012, the Harris Poll 
(Braverman, 2012) found Americans without tattoos, viewed tattoo wearers rebellious 
had decreased significantly to 4%.  In addition and interestingly, the 2012 poll, also 
found Americans without tattoos, viewed those with tattoos and deviant behavior holding 
at 24%, only a 3% decrease since 2003. 
 Tattoo Identification Summary 
Tattoo identification is intertwined with an array of dynamics from cultural 
history, to the popularity phenomenon, the modern significance of soft biometrics for 
identification purposes, and future improved technology capabilities and compatibilities.  
Further research in these areas has uncovered there are more questions than answers. 
Some gaps in current research leave unanswered questions about police tattoo 
identification procedures (training, booking and cataloging) including tattoo change 
challenges, civil rights legalities and officer’s comfort level of knowledge and experience 
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with tattoo identification methods.  Research in southeastern Massachusetts on police 
departments tattoo identification procedures and resources is significant to explore, 
because it may bring to light information sharing challenges police face when 
collaborating and exchanging information about suspects with tattoos.  
Existing Research on Information Sharing 
History of Law Enforcement Information Sharing with Technology 
 Law enforcement information sharing with technology commenced in New York 
State in 1957, after the Appalachin Raid. New York State Police Sergeant Edgar 
Croswell led the raid of a meeting that resulted in arresting a large number of organized 
crime underworld figures (Sibert, 1970).  This solved a crime problem, but created an 
information sharing problem.  With two years of voluminous mix and match paperwork 
(newspaper clippings, files and notes), the deluge of paperwork from various agencies 
inspired Mr. Lumbard to create and forge forward with The New York State 
Identification and Intelligence System (NYSIIS), an information sharing system based on 
the “application of electronic data processing techniques” (Silbert, 1970), 
Alongside the NYSIIS, further information sharing methods via technology were 
spearheaded in the 1950s.  Gang tracking systems provided police with a collaboration 
resource to share information about gang members and their associates.  The tracking 
system databases aided in gauging gang activity, police performance effectiveness, gang 
trends, tracking and monitoring suspects and/or offenders, policy making, and fund 
allocating (Katz, 2003).  
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Katz (2003) researched the administrative process of documenting and 
disseminating information.  Katz’s study focused on the Midwestern Junction City Police 
Department and their response to gangs.  His research found there was ‘definition 
confusion’ among police departments, in regards to differences in terminology in which 
officers used within their documentation.  This ‘definition confusion’ hindered 
understanding gang problems amongst various communities (Katz, 2003).  In addition, he 
pointed out a host of added issues:  individual police officers’ reporting discretions, 
outdated files, under documentation, sloppy files, and inconsistencies due to definition 
confusion of terms, purposeful manipulation and socially constructed definitions to 
increase individual department’s federal funding.  Lastly, there was internal friction 
between parole officers and gang unit officers.  The parole officers felt the gang unit 
officers were unhelpful with intelligence gathering (Katz, 2003). 
When Law Enforcement Destroys (Purges) Information 
Although all of the above dynamics of administrating and disseminating 
information are relevant with police collaboration, definition inconsistencies and purging 
specifically applies to this research.  If a gang associate has not upgraded within the year 
to a gang member or has associated with gang members, then his/her records are ‘purged’ 
or destroyed physically and electronically (Katz, 2003). 
This is noteworthy, because purging destroys all material in the file including 
tattoo images.  It is important to know if presently there are multiple sources where an 
officer catalogs tattoos. It is important to have a secondary location for tattoo images, 
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since this may create a loophole for criminals and hinder information sharing of suspects 
with tattoos due to unavailable tattoo images. 
Why 21
st
 Century Information Sharing is Important 
The 20
th
 century  expanded information sharing and police collaborations, 
commencing from cross jurisdictional criminals’ increased mobility and ability to commit 
crimes: “20th century public law enforcement agencies were forced to begin finding ways 
to cooperate when improved transportation and communication technologies increased 
the ease with which cross-jurisdictional crimes could communicate and their perpetrators 
could free” Meeker and Villa (2000, p.148). 
Theoretical Perspective 
The Transactional Change Theoretical Model of Organizational Development Theory 
The theory states that there are changes to features within an organization, but the 
organization itself does not change.  An example of this would be, a police department’s 
drug awareness program can change (i.e.: changes in education literature, resources, 
policies, procedures, and etcetera), however, the police department’s overall organization 
policies, procedures, and etcetera do not change.   
How the Theory Applies to this Research 
Organizational development has been on the forefront since the horrific 9/11 
terrorist attack. The organizational development theory is relevant to this research 
because information sharing networks between law enforcement agencies have increased 
since the 9/11 attack and continue to expand among local and federal agencies.  One 
expansion is evident with the development of the ability to catalog identifiable marks 
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(SMT) into a large database for fast retrievable images, such as the FBI’s Next 
Generation Identification Programs’ Interstate Photo System.  Mark and Sun (2007) 
summarize, “Organizational development, which often involves planned change, can be 
defined as a ‘process that focuses on organizational culture, processes, and structures 
utilizing a total system perspective (French & Bell, 1995.p.4) (Mark & Sun, 2007, 
p.160)”. 
Applied to this study, information sharing by means of police collaboration, 
technology resources, and tattoo identification procedures may be altered as technology 
advances and tattoo identification training increases, but it does not change the overall 
structure of the police department. 
Existing Research on 21
st
 Century Information Sharing Challenges 
Willingness to Share 
 
Organizational structure changes can be an information sharing challenge for 
police departments when different demographics, managerial styles, and resources vary 
from station to station, as well as trust concerns and willingness to share.  Departments as 
a unit and their individual officers may be protective with their information about their 
tattooed suspects.  Although law enforcement collaborations have catapulted in the last 
century, there is still hesitation with some aspects of sharing, because agencies are 
territorial with their records and do not want to risk their records being altered (Rogers, 
2006). 
This research will explore the level of trust police officers have with sharing 
information with other departments’ officers.  In 2014, is the willingness to share 
information about suspects with tattoos, a challenge for police officers? 
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Literature Review Summary 
Many historical changes have affected American policing.  According to 
Rosenbaum (2007), these changes include the political era (1840-1930), the reform era 
(1930-1970), and the community era (1980-present).  After transitioning through these 
three periods, Rosenbaum (2007) argued that we’re embarking upon a fourth era, the 
information technology era (2001-present), driven by data.  This is significant, because 
state-of-the-art tattoo identification technology may expedite information sharing 
amongst law enforcement agencies, in regards to suspects with tattoos. 
The literature review provides substantial information on the phenomenon of 
tattoo popularity, the benefits of tattoos identification, and information sharing 
challenges. This research contributes to the literature by examining: how Massachusetts 
police officers feel about tattoo identification, how they catalog tattoos, and the 
effectiveness of their technology to share information among departments about suspects 
tattoos.  This research is unique because it evaluates whether or not tattoo identification 
procedures affect information sharing challenges.   
Introduction to Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Research Question One and Hypotheses One and Two 
According to the literature, fingerprinting in the 1930s was considered the 
criminal-identification method nationwide.  Since then, tattoo popularity had catapulted 
and now, in the United States alone, approximately 7 to 20 million people have tattoos 
(Palermo, 2011).   
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Tattoo identification research is applicable to the 21
st
 century because, the 
literature review presents tattoos as a modern day soft biometric technique for the 
purpose of identification.  The literature informed us, tattoo characteristics can survive an 
array of elements: time, severe weather conditions, skin burns, and long periods emerged 
in water.  Furthermore, the literature established tattoos continue to grow in popularity, 
and can provide valuable additional information referred to as ‘supplementary 
information’, in which the traditional identification tool fingerprinting cannot. Lastly, 
although identification information is important, previous literature suggest there are 
inconsistencies among police departments in regards to documenting information about 
suspects. 
Research Question One 
How do local law enforcement personal recognize and catalog identifying marks, 
specifically tattoos when suspects are booked? 
Hypothesis One 
In the law enforcement field, police officers regard tattoos as a valuable 
identification tool; as valuable as fingerprinting. 
Hypothesis Two 
There is no recording consistency for cataloging suspects’ tattoos. 
Research Question Two and Hypotheses Three and Four 
There is a literature consensus that the modern day significance of information 
sharing among law enforcement agencies is prevalent, because of the increased mobility 
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and the ability for criminals to commit cross-jurisdictional crimes and the need for law 
enforcement to secure and verify identification.   
Massachusetts Information sharing research is applicable to the 21
st
 century, since 
it is unclear if police departments share information about suspects’ tattoos.  In addition, 
there are gaps in research on whether or not Massachusetts police officers face challenges 
such as the effectiveness of tattoo identification training and technology for sharing 
information about suspects’ tattoos.   
Research Question Two 
Do local law enforcement agencies share information about suspects’ tattoos and 
what challenges do they face? 
Hypothesis Three 
Tattoo identification training effects willingness to share information among 
police departments. 
Hypothesis Four 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODS 
Introduction: Overall Conceptualization 
The objective of this research is to examine two concepts: tattoo identification 
procedures and information sharing challenges, and then to evaluate if the first concept 
affects the second.   This researcher surveyed five southeastern Massachusetts police 
departments, specifically seeking insight on how MA police officers feel about tattoo 
identification and how these police departments record tattoo information.  Furthermore, 
this researcher examined some of their 21
st
 century information sharing challenges that 
police officers face, in regards to suspects with tattoos.   
 The literature review established that tattoos have a long history dating back at 
least 5,000 years and there continues to be rapid growth in: popularity, technology 
capabilities, and the accessibility of tattoo artist.  This is significant because contrast to 
this, the literature reveals the criminal justice field lags behind in the ability to send and 
retrieve tattoo images effectively.  Recently, the criminal justice field recognized the need 
to draw on tattoos as a valid identification tool, with state-of-the-art imagery recognition 
software predicted to be released within this decade.  
 The primary hypothesis for this study was that police officers regard tattoos as 
valuable supplementary information for identifying suspects.  My second hypothesis was 
that there would be inconsistencies among police departments’ tattoo identification 
procedures and therefore cataloging varied among police departments.   The third and 
fourth hypotheses are that police departments share similar information sharing 
challenges, regardless of police departments’ demographics. Hypothesis three evaluated 
the challenge of training where as hypothesis four evaluated the challenge of technology.  
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These assumptions are based on: existing research, the reported tattoo identification 
procedures, and the reported information sharing methods.  Below is a visual of the 
overall general conceptualization of this study (see Table 1) 





This study is a mixed method approach using quantitative survey data that 
included open ended qualitative questions. The research data was collected by means of 
an on-line survey.  The researcher used a cross sectional design to include same 
population (police officers) at one given time.  Since the sample population worked 
around the clock shifts- seven days a week. An on-line survey was the most feasible way 
to accommodate all officers’ schedules. This also allowed respondents the ability to 
provide unrushed qualitative responses at their convenience, without being interrupted by 
a call to duty. 
 
21st Century Tattoo Identification and 
Information Sharing  
How do Massachusetts police officers 
feel about tattoo identification? 
Are there inconsistencies in how 
police departments catalog tattoos? 
What information sharing challenges 
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Sample Population 
The sample population is compiled of police officers from all ranks from five 
southeastern Massachusetts police departments.   
 These five departments were chosen because of their similarities and differences.  
The two urban locations are compatible in population numbers, except one host a 
community college creating population swings during the year.  The same method 
strategy was mirrored for the suburban locations.  The suburban locations are compatible 
in population numbers. However, one has a university within its town, whereas the other 
has a unique four year academy within close vicinity.  In addition, the latter town is a 
tourist location. Therefore, one suburban area’s population decreases in the summer when 
the school year concludes, while the other suburban area has a summer population 
increase, due to the tourist season.  Lastly, a rural town connects to them by multiple 
main highways was also chosen. This town hosts a state police barracks’ and includes a 
heavily traveled rotary used to connect to a multitude of popular highways, thickly 
traveled by summer tourist and weekend motorcycle runs. These diverse geographic 
demographics with their fluctuating populations were purposely selected. 
Data Collection Procedures 
The data was collected in late winter-early spring of 2014, using a 47 question 
survey-distributed through Qualtrics survey software. Each police chief was provided an 
explanation of the research to include:  the nature, purpose, procedure, risks, benefits, 
confidentiality, and right for refusal or withdraw.  Conversely, they could choose to 
disclose to others that their department participated.   
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Bridgewater State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was 
obtained (see Appendix A).  Upon IRB approval, the survey was emailed to each chief 
whom then forwarded the survey to all of their officers.  
 All officers within each department were offered the opportunity to participate in 
the survey.  The survey was available to participants for ten days to allow all of the 
officers the optimal chance to participate.  On the introduction page of the survey there 
was a consent disclosure and each officer had the opportunity to click ‘yes’ if they 
wanted to voluntarily participate or ‘no’ if they chose to opt out. The introduction 
explained the survey was voluntary and that they could leave the study at anytime 
without penalty (see Appendix B). 
  Fifty-five participants completed the survey and over 90 started but did not 
complete.  This study analyzed the data from the 55 completed surveys.  The survey 
questions pertained to tattoo identification, tattoo cataloging procedures, updating tattoo 
changes, training, technology capabilities, technology compatibilities with other 
departments, and willingness to share information.  The Demographic survey questions 
involved the following variables: age of participants, department geographical 
demographics, job function, law enforcement experience, rank and work shift. Some of 
the demographic variables was used for cross tabulation purposes (to view the survey in 
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Sample Population: Demographic Variables 
The samples’ six demographic variables are shown below, in table two. 
Table 2: Demographics 
Police Department Demographics N Percent 
Year of Survey      






















Rural with fluctuating population 
Suburban 
Suburban with fluctuating population 
Urban 
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Sample Population: Cross Tabulation Demographic Variables 
‘Age’ was created from the survey question, what is your age? (n= 55). The self 
reported ages were between 18 and 65 years (see table 2).  The youngest age group 18-33 
years had the least amount of responses (7.0%).  The majority of the responses came 
from the middle age group 34 to 49 years old.  This group fell between half and three 
quarters of the respondents.  The oldest age group 50-65 accounted for a quarter of the 
respondents.  There was no one over the age of 65 whom took the survey. More 
significantly half of the respondents (51.0%) were between the ages of 34 and 65 years. 
‘Job Function’ was created from the survey question, which of the following best 
describes your primary job function? (n=55).  Over half of the respondents (58.0%) were 
patrol officers (see table 2).  This is significant because patrol officers have firsthand 
experience with suspects, including suspects with tattoos.  Gang investigators and general 
investigators combined accounted for 16.0%, contributing to added insight on suspects 
with tattoos, based on a specialty investigation expertise.  This is relevant, because added 
to the patrol officers collectively almost three quarters (74.0%) of respondents job 
function involves continuous experience with suspects; whereas administrators and the 
‘other’ category combined accounted for a quarter of the responses (25%).  
 ‘Law Enforcement Experience’ was created from the survey question,  
What is the total number of years of law enforcement experience you have? (n=55). As 
shown in table 2, over half of the respondents (51.0%) had 11-20 years law enforcement 
experience.  Furthermore, at least three quarters of the respondents (78.0%) encompass a 
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decade to three decades of experience, 11-30 years.  Five percent had over 30 years and 
the remaining 17.0% had less than 10 years  
‘Work Shift’ was created from the survey question, what shift do you work the 
MAJORITY of the time? (n=55). Over half of the respondents (58.0%) work second shift.  
First shift (20.0%) and third shift (22.2%) shared similar percentages.  The data reveals 
almost the same amount of officers responded from shifts that included working from the 
early morning hours to the early evening, as did the officers that worked from early 
afternoon until late night hours. This is significant, because the data provided a full gamut 
of insight to suspects with tattoos based on officers’ experience from all three work 
shifts. 
Hypotheses Variables 
Hypotheses One  
H1: In the law enforcement field, police officers regard tattoos as a valuable 
identification tool; as valuable as fingerprinting. 
H1 Variables: 
Useful Supplementary Information  
 ‘Useful supplementary information’ derived from the survey question; do you 
consider tattoos useful law enforcement supplementary information? (n=54).  The 
question was quantitative and the participants had three choices to pick from: yes, no, or 
n/a (not applicable).  The statistics indicated 54 respondents think tattoos are useful law 
enforcement supplementary information. 
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Valuable as Fingerprinting  
 ‘Valuable as fingerprinting’ derived from the survey question; do you think that 
tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting? (n=55). The question was quantitative and the 
participants were given two choices: yes (53.0%) or no (47.0%).   
Hypotheses Two  
H2: There is no recording consistency for cataloging suspects’ tattoos. 
H2 Variables: 
Questioned Suspect  
‘Questioned Suspect’ was created from the survey question, “have you ever 
questioned a suspect about his/her tattoo?”(n=55). Officers had three answers they could 
choose from: yes, no, or n/a (not applicable). 
 
Booking Method 
 ‘Booking Methods’, the following open ended question was asked (n=45), and 
the officers were provided space to write in a response:  
When booking a suspect with a tattoo, what METHODS and steps do you use for 
DOCUMENTING information?  Please include the following: 
 Type of form used ( a hard copy, computer document, or database section) 
 Form specifics?( form designated for all identifiable marks or for tattoos only) 
 State how a tattoo image is obtained (photograph taken, database search, or 
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Cataloging Tattoo Photo/Image Methods 
 ‘Cataloging Tattoo Photo/Image Methods’, the following open ended question 
(n=43) was asked, and the officers were provided space to write in a response: 
 After booking a suspect with a tattoo, what METHODS and steps do you use to 
CATALOG this tattoo information?  Please include the following: 
 Where photographs/images are stored (hard copy-file/box/draw/, computer file, 
database section, other?) 
 Are the photographs or images stored individual to suspect’s information or a 
shared location for the department’s tattoo photos/images?  
 
Photographs 
‘Photographs’ was created from the survey question, “does your department take 
photographs of a suspect’s tattoo” (n=55). Officers had three answers they could choose 
from: yes, no, or sometimes. 
Updating Tattoo Changes 
‘Updating Tattoo Changes’ was created from the survey question, “when a 
suspect is booked a second time and his/her tattoo has changed, does your department 
update tattoo changes? Please pick one answer’ (n=54). The officers were able to choose 
one answer from six options: 1) yes- the process involves adding new information to the 
previous booking information (forms or data entry), 2) yes-the process involves a new 
photograph or digital image to add to previous cataloged image, 3) yes-we update 
original document AND catalog a new photograph or image, 4) no-we don’t update tattoo 
changes, 5) n/a (not applicable), and 6) d/k (don’t know). 
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Hypotheses Three  
H3: Tattoo identification training effects willingness to share information among police 
departments. 
H3Variables: 
Personal Level of Trust 
‘Personal Level of Trust’ was created from the survey question, “how would you 
describe your personal overall level of trust when it comes to sharing information with 
other police departments?” (n=53). Officers had three levels in which they could choose 
from:  high level (trusting most), medium level (trust many, skeptical of a few), and low 
level (not trusting of other departments). The aim of the question was to investigate if 
officers are willing to share information. 
Tattoo Training Knowledge 
‘Tattoo Training Knowledge’ was created from the survey question, “as the result 
of training only, rate your overall level of knowledge for each answer category item by 
selecting one of the ratings”. (n=50).  The category ‘tattoo and photos/images’ provided 
officers with the following rating choices:  great deal, only some, hardly any, and none.  
Actual Sharing Experience 
‘Actual Sharing Experience’, was created from the survey question, “as the result 
of a suspect’s tattoo, please check off all that applies to your experience with tattoo 
identification?” (n=55). The officers had up to eight categories in which they could 
select.  The two categories applicable to H2 are: ‘received relevant information, in 
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regards to your suspect, from another police department based on your suspect’s tattoo’ 
and ‘provided another police department with relevant information for their case based 
on a suspect’s tattoo’. 
Hypotheses Four  
H4: Technological resources affect information sharing, about suspects with tattoos. 
H4 Variables: 
Software/Database Use 
‘Software/Database Use’ derived from the survey question, “in regards to your 
department using or not using a software/database to identify tattoos, please pick one of 
the following answers (n=35).  Three choices were provided: ‘you department only uses 
ANSI/NIST ITL’, ‘your department uses another software database that is not ANSI/NIST 
ITL –please state the name of the software/database used’, and ‘you department does not 
use any software/database for tattoo identification purposes’.  A space was provided for 
these officers to write in the name of the software/database in which they use. 
Sending Effectiveness  
‘Sending Effectiveness’ derived from the survey question, “rate your 
department’s database tattoo image sending capability when sending a tattoo image 
directly from your database to another police department.” (n=20).  Applicable to H3, 
the researcher focused specifically on ‘sending effectiveness’ (successfully produces 
desired result). The officers rated ‘sending effectiveness’ derived from the following 
choices: very, somewhat, not or hardly ever, and none.   
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Pilot Program 
‘Pilot Program’ this question asked, “Do you think a pilot program with state of 
the art tattoo imagery recognition technology is something that is needed and would be 
valuable to your department? Please rate your level of agreement or disagreement.” 
(n=51).  The choices provided included: ‘yes, greatly agree (we have a lot of suspect’s 
with tattoos and need better tattoo identification technology), ‘moderately agree (we have 
either a lot of suspects with tattoos or a need for tattoo identification technology 
upgrade), ‘agree (would be nice, but not immediately necessary),’disagree (we do not 
have a lot of suspects with tattoos), ‘moderately disagree (our technology is not 
outdated), and ‘greatly disagree (we do not have a lot of suspects with tattoos and our 
technology is not outdated). The pilot program question was used for further examination 
of research question two.  
Methods Conclusion 
This method section included an overall general conceptualization, the research 
design, the sample population, how the data was collected, and a description of the 
hypotheses surveyed variables, and the sample demographic variables specifically for 
cross tabulation purposes. From here, chapter three will discuss the data findings of 
research questions one and two.  Chapter three is followed by a final chapter on research 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS 
Examination of Research Question One 
Unfortunately, there is a lack of literature on how police officers feel about tattoos 
and how departments presently record information and catalog photographs/images of 
suspects’ tattoos. This created difficulty in designing research questions and testable 
hypotheses based on existing research. Therefore, research question one was constructed 
as: 
RQ1:  How do local law enforcement personal recognize and catalog identifying 
marks, specifically tattoos when suspects are booked? 
Quantitative Descriptive Statistics 
What the literature review does establish is that tattoos are useful supplementary 
information valuable enough to be considered a soft biometric identification tool. 
Therefore, hypothesis one was constructed as: 
H1: In the law enforcement field, police officers regard tattoos as a valuable 
identification tool; as valuable as fingerprinting. 
This study first asked these officers if they felt tattoos were useful supplementary 
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Useful Supplementary Information 
Table 3: What the data revealed about whether or not officers feel tattoos are useful 
supplementary information. 

















Valuable as Fingerprinting’ 
Once the research concluded almost all of the officers considered tattoos valuable 
useful supplementary information, the aim of the study was to investigate whether or not 
they felt tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting.  Interestingly, the officers were almost 
evenly divided on this opinion (See table 4 below).  The data concluded that 52.7% said 
yes and 47.3 % said no.  
Table 4: What the data revealed about whether or not officers feel tattoos are as valuable 
as fingerprinting. 

















From here, the research investigated which demographic factors played a role in 
differentiating whether or not the officers felt tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting.  
Therefore, the sample demographics were used for cross tabulation with the variable 
‘useful as fingerprinting’.  
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H1 Cross Tabulation  
Cross tabulations of the data indicated, officers with less law enforcement 
experience greatly differ in opinions from officers with more years of experience. The 
officers with the least amount of law enforcement experience (2-10 years) were 100.0% 
in favor that tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting. Officers with more years of 
experience (11-20 years) were evenly divided in opinions (50.0% yes and 50.0% no).  
Officers with the greatest years of law enforcement experience (21-30 years) did not feel 
tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting (60.0%).   
Similar to ‘law enforcement experience’ the variable ‘age’ (n=55), also indicated 
as the year’s increase, so does the opinion that tattoos are not considered as valuable as 
fingerprinting: Police officers 18-33, viewed tattoos as influencing as fingerprints. As an 
officer age increased so too did their linkage between tattoos and fingerprints. 
‘Job function’ (n=55), the research findings concluded that out of 32 patrol 
officers almost two thirds felt tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting (59.4%) where as  
40.6% did not feel tattoos are as valuable.  ‘Administrations’ accounted for 45.5%, yes 
and 54.5%, no.  Interestingly ‘gang investigations’ revealed 40.0% ‘yes’ and 60.0% ‘no’ 
(perhaps these officers were older in age and/or officers with a greater number of years of 
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H1 Findings: Cross Tabulation  
 
Table 5: Key differentiating factors of officers’ demographics, in regards to whether or not they 




Above (Table 5) derived from all 55 participants’ responses that preferred tattoos, 
from the following variables: valuable as fingerprinting, age, law enforcement 
experience, work shift, job function, and geographical demographics (demographic data 
listed individually previously in table 2). 
 
H1: Further Examination: Open Ended Questions  
 
Table 6 below, provides a visual picture of the applicable reasons why or why not 
officers consider tattoos as valuable or not as valuable as fingerprinting. These findings 
are based on open ended questions in which officers provided written responses.  
Following table 6 and an outlined paragraph on how the responses were categorized, two 
paragraphs will provide a detailed summary of these officers why or why not responses 
(see Appendix C for a complete list of responses in the officers own words) 
Exactly 100.0% 




Exactly 50.0% concur: 
11-20 yrs law 
enforcement 
experience, 2nd shift, 
suburban, general 
investigations,  
 Between 33.3-45.5% 
concur: 30 plus yrs 
law enforcement 
experience, at least 50 
yrs.old, first shift, 
gang investigations or 
administrations, 
Urban  
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
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 Table 6: Reasons officers feel tattoos are as valuable or not as valuable as fingerprinting 
 
There was a disconnect, among officers’ opinions to the survey question do you 
think that tattoos are as valuable as fingerprinting. This was followed by an open ended 
question, “why or why not?” (n=48).  To organize the responses into why or why not 
categories all 48 responses were consolidated by means of similar explanations. If at least 
three officers gave  similar explanations then those responses were placed into a category.  
For example if at least three officers gave an explanation that tattoos could be used for 
identifying gangs or gang members then those responses were listed in the category, 
‘useful to identify gang affiliations’.  The final total for significant explanations resulted 
in 5 response categories for ‘why’ officers were in favor of tattoos being as valuable as 
fingerprinting (3-4 reasons each) and 2 response categories for ‘why not’ (9-11 reasons 
each). Attention grabbing is the fact that there was additional explanations given for why 







Why Tattoos are considered
as valuable as fingerprinting:
Tattoos are readily
identifiable, quicker than
fingerprinting, useful to id
gang affiliations, and /or can
be used to id suspects/missing
person
Why tattoos are NOT
considered as valuable as
fingerprinting: Fingerprints
are unique and permanent.
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tattoos are more valuable than fingerprinting however, more officers were in agreement 
for the few reasons given for why not. 
‘Why’: Some officers have gang investigation experience and therefore find 
tattoos valuable in identifying this segment of the population.  Some examples in their 
own words are, “on the street you can read a tattoo [gang affiliation], but you can’t read 
a fingerprint”, and “crucial with gang identification and confirmation”. In addition to 
identifying gang members, a number of officers stated tattoos were valuable for 
identifying a person, suspect, or missing person, as indicated with the following 
responses: “helps identify missing persons/suspects” and “very unique and helpful for 
ID”. When a need arises to identify a suspect quickly an officer may perceive ‘value’ as 
the speed and the ease of accessibility, to obtain information on a suspect, therefore 
tattoos to these officers may be considered more valuable then fingerprinting.  This 
conclusion became apparent when these officers stated tattoos were readily identifiable. 
An example of this, in one officer’s own words, “similar tattoos differ in coloring and 
skin conditions and can be seen more readily than examining fingerprints.  Similar to 
readily identifiable, some officers stated tattoo identification was quicker than the 
fingerprinting process.  Here is one example of an officer’s concurring response, “they 
are often easier to check than fingerprints, and do not require you to bring the 
suspects/individual back to the station to check”. 
 ‘Why Not’:  Other officers’ view fingerprinting as more valuable than tattoos. 
This was evident when several officers expressed their uncertainty with tattoos. They felt 
tattoos can be removed, altered, or covered. In their own words some of these officers 
stated:  “they can be hidden”, “tattoos can be removed or covered”, and “tattoos can be 
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easily changed and/or altered by either laser removal or adding cover ink”. Even though 
there were a number of responses concurring that tattoos are readily identifiable and 
quicker than fingerprinting, here a greater consensus of responses were in favor of 
fingerprinting being more valuable.  These officers expressed fingerprinting as ‘one of a 
kind’ unlike tattoos. For that reason, it may be safe to summarize these officers weigh 
‘value’ heavily on a confidence level with fingerprinting due to its’ one of a kind 
‘uniqueness’ versus tattoo identification- as one officer stated, “people can have similar 
tattoos especially in gangs. There is only one set of fingerprints”.  
All of the qualitative responses provided further insight to why or why not an 
officer considered tattoos as valuable as fingerprinting.  In summary, some officers 
consider tattoos a quicker identification mechanism than the fingerprinting process. In 
addition, tattoos are useful for identifying gang associations, suspects and/or missing 
persons.  Contrast to this, other officers felt fingerprinting is reliable, because they regard 
fingerprinting as unique and permanent, whereas tattoos can be altered, changed, or 
removed.   
This assumption is in line with the literature, in which it revealed tattoo popularity 
is on the rise as well as the implication, that so are tattoo changes and tattoo removal 
technology capabilities.  The findings indicate there are officers on both sides of the 
argument when it comes to tattoos being considered as valuable as fingerprinting.  
Parallel with what my cross tabulation of demographics revealed, age and law 
enforcement experience increased the percentages of officers who did not think tattoos 
are as valuable as fingerprinting.  This could be perhaps with age and experience these 
officers have learned that fingerprinting is more valuable or perhaps older officers have 
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tunnel vision for fingerprinting and DNA for identification purposes and they are not as 
open to new age soft biometric identification tools.   Or perhaps older officers with more 
experience rely on older identification tools because they do not have the technology 
resources or skills to accommodate newer identification tools. 
H2 Findings 
To further investigate RQ1, H2 examined how police officers recognized tattoos, 
what their department’s recording methods are at booking, and if there was similarities 
and/or differences among police departments in how they cataloged tattoo 
photographs/images. Hypothesis two was constructed as: 
H2: There is no recording consistency for cataloging suspects’ tattoos. 
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Table 7 Research Question One Further Examination Conclusions and H2 findings 
 
Further examination of RQ 1 determined these officers have experienced 
questioning and/or booking tattooed suspects.  This was significant, because if they did 
not then H2 could not be researched.  The findings indicated that the majority of these 
officers (91.0%) have questioned a suspect about a tattoo and over half (62.0%) stated it 
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that in fact it is part of their departments required booking procedure. Further data 
evaluation gained additional insight on why these officers questioned a suspect about 
his/her tattoo (n=50).  Thirty percent of these officers were motivated to question the 
suspect, because they felt the suspect gave false identification, 80.0% felt the tattoo was 
supplementary identification information, and a few officers wrote in responses 
referencing “gang affiliation” when offered an ‘other’ motive option.  Some  responses 
that were stated are, “identifying gang affiliation”, “the above answers along with gang 
identifiers tattooed on their body”,  “drug dealing and gang tattoos”, and “gang or 
motorcycle affiliation”.  
 H2 examined open ended questions about the officers’ booking and cataloging 
methods to investigate whether or not there are cataloging inconsistencies. Consistent 
with categorizing similar responses from the qualitative questions in H1 (why and why 
not), the same method was applied to H2 (booking and cataloging methods).  Again, only 
the officers’ responses in which at least three police officers responded with similar 
answers was categorized.   
‘Booking Method’ 
The study found that, booking method inconsistencies amongst police 
departments is based on the actual ‘location’ of where the tattoo information is kept? 
Some departments document on hardcopy forms, while other departments document in 
electronic format (computer form or database section).  The study was able to determine 
documentation ‘location’ as an inconsistency recording factor.  In the officers own words, 
some responses were as follows:  “photo image taken and made part of the booking 
photos”, “photographs are taken and brief description is entered on booking sheet”, 
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“written in booking files as well as photographs”, “photos and typed description”, 
“photos and written documentation during computerized booking process”, and 
“database section. The image is obtained via photo taken and documented on a database 
section so that it is searchable”. 
Another similarity among officers was, more often than not, photographs of 
tattoos were taken and that these photo/images of tattoos were cataloged, individual to a 
suspect’s record. 
 The findings were that, the majority of the officers (80.0%) indicated their 
department does take photographs however; almost one fifth (20.0%) answered to 
sometimes or no.  Furthermore, the 43 officers whom gave open ended responses to 
cataloging methods collectively concurred that the photo/images were cataloged by 
placing a photo/image with the suspect’s individual booking record, as opposed to storing 
it in a shared location for all of the departments “tattoo photos/images”.   
 ‘Cataloging Tattoo Photo/Image Methods’ revealed there was a pattern showing 
that officers stored photographs or images in a individual’s booking record.  Again, 
findings indicated variations in ‘locations’ (in-house computer or database location).  
Some responses in the officers own words are as follows: “computer files stored with 
individuals information”, “sometimes hard copies mostly saved to the data base that are 
stored as part o f the individuals’ master card that can be viewed by anyone in the dept”, 
“photographs taken by our agency are "stored" in our computer database. If requested 
by the arresting officer the Bureau of Criminal Investigations (Sherriff's Dept.) may take 
photographs of the subject’s tattoos and those pictures remain with that agency in 
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electronic form. Requests can/are made for hard print photographs as needed for trial”, 
and “images are stored as part of the individual's booking record”. 
‘Updating Tattoo Changes’ 
One would expect departments to have booking and cataloging methods in place 
to adequately update information on a suspect’s changed tattoo. This is significant, 
because tattoo changes (alterations, removal, and cover-ups) were one of the two reasons, 
in which half of the officers felt tattoos were not as valuable as fingerprinting.  This study 
revealed although the officers feel tattoo changes affect the value of tattoo identification, 
surprisingly there is no consistent booking or cataloging method among departments to 
address this issue.  
 My survey asked the question, “when a suspect is booked a second time and 
his/her tattoo has changed, does your department update tattoo changes?’ The data 
suggest that a fifth of the officers’ claim they update by adding new information to a 
previous booking, while a third (35.0%) update with a photo/image.  Only a fifth update 
in both places and almost a fifth (18.0%) don’t know or don’t update. In conclusion, there 
are inconsistencies among departments in how they record tattoo changes. 
‘Purging’ 
The last difference among officers in regards to cataloging was with purging 
tattoos.  This research aimed to find out if tattoo photos/images were ever pulled from 
records to be destroyed (purged) and if so was there a second location in which a copy is  
stored (cataloged).  The findings revealed over a third (41%.0%) of the officers stated 
with certainty that their department did not purge, whereas over half (59.0%) of the 
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respondents did not know (n=51).  Furthermore, almost all of the respondents (94%) did 
not know whether their department does or does not (n=34) have a secondary location 
within their department, a state department, or a federal agency in which their department 
sends a copy of the photo/image before purging.  
RQ1 Conclusion 
 Research question one concluded local law enforcement recognize tattoos as 
useful supplementary information and as part of their booking process and that there are 
inconsistencies among police departments in how they catalog tattoo information.  The 
next research aim was to assess information sharing challenges such as training, 
willingness to share and technology capabilities and compatibilities.  
Examination of Research Question Two 
  Research question two expands from tattoo identification to information sharing.  
RQ2: Do local law enforcement agencies share information about suspects’ 
tattoos and what challenges do they face? 
H3: Tattoo identification training effects willingness to share information among 
police departments. 
H4: Technological resources affect information sharing, about suspects with 
tattoos  
H3 Quantitative Descriptive Statistics 
The ideal test for H3 was Chi Square.  The variables suitable for this test were, 
‘training knowledge’ and ‘officers’ personal level of trust’, because these variables level 
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of measurement were of ordinal rankings.  The purpose of testing these variables was to 
find out if officers’ knowledge about tattoo identification obtained from training affected 
their willingness to share information.  Regrettably, the methodological problem with 
running Chi Square for H3, prevented validating statistically, the level of impact tattoo 
identification training has on willingness to share.  The reason for this was, there were 
not enough respondents for these two variables to run this type of statistical test.   




H3: Tattoo Identification training effects willingness to share information among 
police departments 
What does the hypothesis data and further examination tell us?  First, the 
expectation of analyzing H3 was to confirm that officers have minimal knowledge about 
tattoo identification broadly because of inadequate or lack of current day training.  
 The reason for this expectation was, because research question one concluded 
there was in fact discrepancies’ among departments in how they currently catalog tattoo 
information.  In addition, research question one also concluded these same officers 
greatly differed in opinions on whether or not  they considered tattoos as valuable as the 
traditional identification tool, fingerprinting.  
 Therefore, I was confident in this expectation, that these officers do not share the 
same training knowledge of tattoo identification, because their cataloging methods and 
tattoo perceptions differ.  
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 Secondly, it was expected that adequate or lack of current day training would 
impact information sharing among police departments, specifically ‘willingness to share’, 
because officers may not want to share what they do not have a great deal of knowledge 
of.   The data suggest that training and willingness to share information may each be 
significant and coincide with each other, but may not impact each other directly.   
When examining willingness to share, the researcher evaluated whether or not 
police officers trust sharing information with other police departments and if so, did these 
officers actually share information about suspect’s tattoos with other police departments. 
The data revealed that almost three quarters (74.0%) of these officers answered to having 
a high level of trust when it comes to sharing information with other police departments, 
and 26.0% answered to having a medium level of trust.  This data confirmed that indeed 
100.00% of these officers do trust.  However, significantly lower numbers confirm 
whether or not they actually do share information.  Only 21 officers out of 55 stated they 
‘provided’ police department with relevant information for their case, based on a 
suspect’s tattoo and 31 out of 55 stated they ‘received’ relevant information.   
H3 evaluated ‘willingness to share’, when in fact ‘actual sharing’ outcomes may 
be more significant to examine.  In further examination of the data, I discovered 
‘willingness to share’ may not be the relevant variable to test.  Instead, it may be more 
valuable to analyze whether or not training affects the frequencies that officers ‘actually 
share information’ with other departments.  In other words, does the training affect the 
‘actual’ outcome of sharing?  
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H4 Quantitative and Qualitative Descriptive Statistics 
In evaluating H4, the hypothesis examination focused on technology capability 
for tattoo images and technology compatibility to send tattoo images from one police 
department to another for information sharing.   
Similar to H3, the ideal test for H4 was Chi Square.  Chi Square was the 
appropriate statistical test, because the levels of measurement for the variable 
‘software/database’ is nominal. This variable can be recoded to an ordinal ranking like 
the second variable, ‘sending effectiveness’.   
As with H3, Chi Square for H4 could not be statistically validated even when 
recoded, because there were not enough respondents.  However, the data provided 
information about these officers’ technology resources. 
H4 findings indicated these Massachusetts officers do not use the ANSI/NIST 
ITL software/database, in which this software was prevalent in the literature review.  
Furthermore, 43.0% stated they use another type of software/database, where as 57.0% of 
the officers stated they do not use any software/database for tattoo identification 
purposes.  
The 43.0% of officers who stated they use a software/database revealed another 
technology resource disparity among police departments.  These officers provided 
qualitative written responses naming a variety of software/database resources their 
departments utilize.   
According to a third of these officers who participated in this survey question, the 
responses revealed multiple software/database technologies uses among departments.  
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Half of the write in responses named the database/software ‘IMC’ however only two 
officers added further verbiage.  One wrote, ‘IMC booking software’ and the other wrote, 
‘IMC-Tri Tech’.  It was unclear if there were different versions or types of IMC being 
used.  The rest of the written responses included two for ‘QED’, and then ‘Tritech 
Perform’.  
Similar to H3, analyzing H4 had this researcher encountering the same 
methodological problem; there were not enough respondents to run a Chi Square analysis 
for statistical specifics.  Still, given the data I collected, I was able to further examine the 
hypothesis.   
H4 Further Examination: ‘ What If ’-Pilot Program 
The data indicates that there is not a unified technology resource in which officers 
can use to identify tattoos.  Some departments may use a software/database type or 
different versions from another police department and some departments do not use a 
software/database resource at all for tattoo images.  Perhaps, they rely on hard copy 
photos; ask other departments whom have the technology capability to send them an 
image via: email, fax, or perhaps they rely on cell phone text message photos, or request 
a delivered hard copy photo.  
Never the less, the data indicates there is not a unified streamlined 
software/database method in which all departments employ. This may be a significant 
challenge when it comes to sharing information about suspect’s tattoos, because these 
departments differ in technology for searching and sending tattoo images.  
Up to this point, it was important to evaluate data about Massachusetts police 
departments’ tattoo identification technology resources. The intent was to find out 
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whether or not these police departments lag behind in technology. As the literature states 
law enforcement does, but also to investigate whether or not technology resources pose a 
present day challenge for these officers.  Furthermore, if so-does this impact information 
sharing?  Lastly, it was important to know how officers felt about new technology.  Do 
they feel it is needed, as the literature informs us state-of-the-art changes are needed and 
on the horizon? 
From here, I deconstructed the data results further and examined a ‘what if’ 
question. Only 35 officers out of the entire survey’s 55 participants answered technology 
questions in regards to utilizing or not utilizing a tattoo image software/database.  
Further investigation of the hypothesis data, resulted in almost every officer 
(n=51) answering a ‘what if’ pilot program technology question towards the end of the 
survey, probing further investigation into the research question. Out of 51 respondents 
96.0% agree with almost 40.0% greatly agreeing that tattoo image recognition technology 
is needed and would be valuable (see table 8, below). 
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H4 Findings  
H4: Technological resources affect information sharing, about suspects with 
tattoos. 
The expectation based on the literature, was that presently police departments’ 
tattoo identification technology is currently an ineffective method for sharing information 
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about suspect’s tattoos.  Current technology lags behind the capability to search tattoo 
images and the compatibility to effectively send to other departments. 
The findings conclude, out of 35 respondents, the officers responses are closely 
divided resulting in two categories: those who do use a software/database for tattoo 
identification and those who do not.   My research data suggest that not all departments 
have the same tattoo image searching technology resources and some do not have any 
technology resources for tattoo images. 
In regards to sending a tattoo image, my findings indicate added differences 
among police departments’ technology resources.  They differ in how they rated their 
technology’s effectiveness for sending tattoo images. It comes as no surprise that with the 
various technology software/database technology resources, there may be differences in 
how effectively these resources complete task such as sending an image.  The responses 
are either ‘very effective’ to a range from ‘not at all’ to ‘hardly effective’. A disconnect is 
apparent among officers on how they rated their technology’s sending effectiveness. 
These inconsistencies more likely than not, create information sharing pitfalls preventing 
fast, effective, and seamless streamlined collaborations among police departments.  
Further evaluation gained insight to how officers’ feel about the need and the 
value of state-of-the-art tattoo identification technology.  As evident in RQ1, there was 
almost an even divide among officers whether or not they felt tattoos were as valuable as 
fingerprinting.  Therefore, I expected a similar division with a need for state of the art 
technology.  
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However, even though RQ1 findings concluded almost half of the officers did not 
feel tattoos were as valuable as fingerprinting, the data from RQ2 informed us 96.0% of 
all the officers agree and almost 40.0% greatly agree, tattoo image recognition 
technology is needed and would be valuable.  This is in line with the findings in RQ1, in 
which 100% of the officers considered tattoos useful supplementary information. 
Research question two concludes, these police officers share information with 
other departments’ officers. Furthermore, these officers have experienced providing and 
receiving relevant information about suspects’ tattoos to and from other police 
departments.   
The methods that exist to assist the process of sharing tattoo identification is 
technology to search and send tattoo images. Crucial to this research, the literature 
informs us of the downfalls of ANSI/NIS ITL in regards to tattoo images.  My research 
greatly contributes to the literature, because my data findings conclude that these five 
southeastern Massachusetts police departments do not use ANSI/NIST ITL.  
 However, differences in technology capability and compatibility are significant 
challenges based on differences in technology resource availability and technology use 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Limitations  
There were three limitations in this study:  First, during the research process two 
of the five police departments’ police chiefs retired and one stepped down resulting in 
having to re-explain the research. This limitation was, slightly time consuming. 
Secondly, there were not enough respondents that answered the questions 
pertaining to H3 and H4 Chi Square variables, therefore these tests could not be 
considered valid.  This limitation was hurdled by further examining all of the data 
applicable to these hypotheses, including qualitative answers in which there were enough 
respondents for a detailed evaluation. 
 Last and thirdly, state-of-the-art image recognition software, such as Morpho 
Trak and the FBI’s Next Generation Identification Program-SMT, is not currently 
available.  This poses an exploratory limitation only, because we are unable to compare 
the new technology to what is presently being used by Massachusetts police departments. 
Discussion 
 One important topic for discussion is ‘photographs’.  This study revealed that 
80.0% of the officers stated their department does take photographs of suspects’ tattoos 
(n=55).  However, 18.0% stated only sometimes and 2.0 % said no. This may be relevant, 
because the findings indicated there were inconsistencies in how these police departments 
catalog photographs.   
The efficiency of cataloging tattoo information may be problematic, because 
photographs are not always taken and therefore, not readily available for information 
sharing amongst police officers, in regards to suspects’ identifiable markings.  
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Furthermore, missing records such a photograph of a suspect’s tattoo may come 
under scrutiny during a court trial.  This legal challenge for law enforcement is a realistic 
possibility, as the literature review provided a case in point where a police officer did not 
have the defendant’s tattoo information documented in his original police report.  
In summary, perhaps, the new tattoo identification software on the horizon (FBI’s 
Next Generation Identification Program-SMT) may provide police departments with a 
unified record keeping system.  This researcher hopes that the  record keeping database 
system, will include  new photographing protocols, how-to guiding parameters, and 
technology upgrades  that are user friendly compatible for all police departments.  In light 
of the tattoo phenomenon, it is this researches hope, that the dynamics of the new 
software program will aid police officers with cataloging efficiently and sharing tattoo 
images effectively.   
Conclusions  
This thesis provided extensive information on the history and culture of tattoos 
including the phenomenon of tattoo popularity.  In addition, the literature explains the 
established soft biometric benefits of tattoo identification. On the other hand, officers 
face numerous legal difficulties with tattoo identification procedures. Furthermore, the 
literature brings to light, the minimal research available on current day tattoo image 
technology pitfalls and the innovated solutions that are on the horizon, with up-to-the-
minute state-of-the art technology.   
As significantly, the literature time lined how, when, and why law enforcement 
began to collaborate and disseminate information among departments and agencies.  
More importantly, post 9/11 had an unprecedented impact on identifying suspects and 
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securing safety through increased collaborations involving greater than before, 
information sharing. 
As informative as the literature was, there are gaps in research on Massachusetts 
police departments’ tattoo procedures (tattoo identification and cataloging methods).  
Furthermore, there is minimal research on 21
st
 century information sharing challenges 
(training, willingness to share, and technology capabilities and compatibilities).  
The objective of this research was to examine two concepts: tattoo identification 
procedures and information sharing challenges, and then to evaluate if the first concept 
affects the second.   This study met these objectives.  
 
Objective One: Tattoo Identification 
  The research met the objective of examining the concept tattoo identification by 
concluding local law enforcement recognize tattoos as useful supplementary information 
and tattoo identification is part of their booking process.  In addition, the research 
discovered there are inconsistencies among police departments in how they catalog tattoo 
information during this booking process. 
 
Objective Two: Information Sharing 
The research met the objective of examining the concept information sharing, by 
concluding these police officers are willing and do share information about suspect’s 
tattoos with other police departments. In addition, the method of using technology to 
search and share tattoo images is a relevant information sharing challenge for law 
enforcement. This challenge is significant, because the findings indicate there are 
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differences in technology capability and compatibility among police departments’ 
technology resources. 
Final Conclusion 
The contribution of this research’s’ findings to the literature is that, 100% of the 
surveyed officers feel tattoos are useful supplementary information. However, based on 
various demographics, these officers differ on whether or not they feel tattoos are as 
valuable as fingerprinting.   
Additionally, these officers lack adequate tattoo identification training and a 
unified record keeping system for cataloging tattoos.   Interestingly, they have a high 
level of trust in willingness to share information with other police departments.  
Their police departments lag behind in technology capabilities and compatibilities 
to share information about suspects’ tattoos with other departments. These departments 
cannot effectively share information amongst departments if there are inconsistencies’ in 
cataloging methods and differences in technology resources.  Reason being, these 
challenges hinder productive collaborations and disseminating information quickly 
among departments.   
Future Research  
Future research can make further significant contributions to this study on the 
concepts tattoo identification and information sharing. One suggestion for future research 
is for a survey to be sent to all of the police departments within Massachusetts.  It is 
suggested that the survey  include the questions applicable to the variables that did not 
provide enough respondents for  H3 and H4 Chi Square analyses.  
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 In addition, a new constructed hypothesis for H3 may pinpoint whether or not 
‘officers’ training’ significantly affects the frequencies of ‘actual sharing’ of tattoo 
information amongst police departments.  Changing the variable from ‘willingness to 
share’ to ‘actual sharing’ may provide a greater insight on whether or not training affects 
sharing. 
A final suggestion is, for the policy makers of the FBI’s Inter State Photo System 
(IPS)-NGI (Next Generation Identification Program) to consider offering these five 
police departments the opportunity to participate in a pilot program as test sites for the 
new SMT (scars, marks, and tattoos) state-of-the-art technology.  This will allow for 
policy makers, researchers, and technology innovators to collaborate with these officers 
whom catalog and share tattoo identification.  This trial run of the software/database may 
provide valuable insight to what works, what needs improvement, and what training 
logistics, time and cost are involved-based on officers’ firsthand experience they face on 
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